8/10/2011

7 Weeks In
Australia , Melbourne

We reached schoolin 1
hour,and had a delicious
lunch there.
Furthurmore we did a
test,this test will separate
us to the classroom

This is a car park at
Melbourne airport.
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31 March 2011

There are a lot of Aboriginal sculptures , they
were all made by William Rickets

First of April
We went to Queen
Victoria’s Market in the
morning and shopping
there for an hour ,after
that went to visitor
centre at Federation
square to given some
information of
Melbourne
At Fitzroy Garden
we had lunch , there
have Cook’s cottage
here .Furthermore it
popular to photo with
couple.
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The place which we

increase our
skills education
ability
of english
with nice
community
and well
teacher

After school we usually went to Box Hill
and other shopping places.

Westfield is one our popular
shopping centre , it have
David Jones there . Westfield
also the bus terminus that
have many lines of bus to
take us home 
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Thursday 7 April

We went to The
Melbourne
Museum and
China Town in
the city by train
and tram

There were an
accident during the
trip , but we can pass
through safely and
happily 

Moreover there are
all good view and
very well atmosphere

Melbourne Museum
& China Town ☺☻
@ Melbourne
Museum
There are a lot
of interesting
things here ,
Dinosaur
skeleton ,
collection of the
art designs and
more , I saw the
stuff of insects ,
butterflies some
of them are
beautiful

@China Town
There are a lot of
Asian restaurants ,
Asia people and ...
it have nothing to
do here
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Saturday 9 April

I’ve been to
riding on the
Puffing Billy
train and after
train I’ve been
to Lakeside
garden , it had
an Aboriginal
showed there.

Furthermore I
went to see
kangaroos in the
mystery forest
and I had fed
birds at the
garden near
Peter’s home with
my friends 

Thursday 14 April

I went to Chesterfield’s
farm . I have fed
animals , emus
,kangaroos ,llamas
,sheeps ,goats .. 
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Friday 15 April
The Royal Botanic Garden
where have Shrine of
Remembrance the place
which use to ceremony the
Anzac day
The National
Gallery Of Victoria
, There is the place
where collect all
about art .

Sunday 17 April

Eurika tower is the
highest tower in
Australia, I’ve got
bunny painted on
my face there.

I’ve travelled
around the city by
the River cruise.
It take me about 1
hour 
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21-27 April

I swam in the ocean at Apollo bay. I
went to Mariner’s lookout to saw the
bay’s view
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I went to see 12
Apostles and saw
the London’s
bridge

Saturday 7 May

I went to see a
penguin parade,
on the way I
visited
Wonderland
wild life and
Chocolate
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Thursday 5 May

I went to somewhere
there have bats , it’s a
lot of bats !
After watched the bats I
had lunch . Then ,I’ve
been to Melbourne
University 

My host dad name
Rob.
He is photographer

My host mom name
Elvira.
She is a flight
attendant foe Quantas
airline

My host younger sister
name Dominique. She
study in grade 3 at
Boroondara primary
School
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My house at 11 Arama St. North balwyn

There are 3 bedrooms,
one is mom and dad’s
, one is Dominique’s ,
one is mine

When I’m at home ,I like to play with my
camera
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